LOCKER ROOM &
POOL AREA IMPROVEMENTS!
We know how much you love the Aquatics area so we wanted to update
you on all the stuff that’s been going on and all that’s still to come!
INSTALLATION OF NEW UV SYSTEM
In May 2019 we added this advanced water disinfectant, greatly reducing the need for harsh chemicals. You might have noticed
that the strong chorine smell has been minimized and your skin and eyes might feel better after pool use than before.

POOL LOCKER ROOM RENOVATIONS
This Fall we will be completely remodeling the Men’s & Women’s Pool locker rooms, including all new showers, flooring, lockers,
benches and mirrors. In the pool observation room, we plan to also make improvements including new dividers for changing.

AIR TEMPERATURE
A new HVAC unit was scheduled to be installed in May 2019, but due to factors beyond our control, it is now scheduled to be
installed in July. Due to the high humidity in the pool area, we have kept the doors open to alleviate the situation.

WATER TEMPERATURE
The pool water temperatures are still set for the ideal settings (82 degrees Main Pool, 92 degrees Warm Pool, 102 degrees
whirlpool.) After the new HVAC unit is installed, the overall temperature in the air and water will feel more comfortable.

POOL RESURFACING
As many of you are aware, we have had the pools resurfaced three times and still the coating is peeling up. We will be draining
the main pool and the deep well and resurfacing them with good old fashioned plaster instead of this new high-tech stuff.
The pool area will need to closed for this period of time.

JETS IN THE WHIRLPOOL
We are as frustrated as you that half of the jets have not been working. We have had four companies look into the issue.
There is a leak, but not a consensus on exactly where the leak is located. We have exhausted all non-invasive options and we will
now have to jackhammer up the pool deck. Hopefully, that will allow us to find & repair the leak. If we’re unable to locate it that
way, our next step is to completely dig up the whirlpool itself.
We have been holding off on doing this until we complete all of the other
pool area renovations in hopes that we do not have to close the pool area
more than once.

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions,
please email info@universalathleticclub.com

